Abstract-The accuracy of automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems typically degrades when encountering codeswitched speech. Some of this degradation is due to the unexpected pronunciation effects introduced when languages are mixed. Embedded (foreign) phonemes typically show more variation than phonemes from the matrix language: either approximating the embedded language pronunciation fairly closely, or realised as any of a set of phonemic counterparts from the matrix language. In this paper we describe a technique for predicting the phoneme substitutions that are expected to occur during code-switching, using non-acoustic features only. As case study we consider Sepedi/English code switching and analyse the different realisations of the English schwa. A code-switched speech corpus is used as input and vowel substitutions identified by auto-tagging this corpus based on acoustic characteristics. We first evaluate the accuracy of our auto-tagging process, before determining the predictability of our auto-tagged corpus, using non-acoustic features.
I. INTRODUCTION
Code switching tends to occur wherever speakers are exposed to more than one language. That is, multilingual speakers tend to mix languages naturally: embedding words or phrases from one language into speech primarily produced in a different language. As code switching introduces additional variability with regard to all aspects of speechvocabulary, word usage and pronunciation -the presence of code-switched speech poses a challenge to automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems.
In an earlier study of Sepedi/English code-switched speech speech [1] , an analysis of Sepedi radio broadcasts indicated that an unexpectedly high percentage (approximately 30%) of Sepedi utterances contained English words or phrases. It was also found that these words/phrases degrade ASR recognition significantly, resulting in an approximately 10% absolute degradation in performance. In the study, no special provision was made for these code-switched content, apart from including both English and Sepedi speech in the training data. Interestingly, by adding a 'Sepedi' pronunciation of English words by blindly performing grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) prediction using Sepedi G2P models, some recognition improvement was observed by the authors.
This last observation was the primary motivation for the current study. In order to determine whether a more sophisticated approach to pronunciation modeling of the English words could improve results further, we first ask how predictable phoneme substitutions really are. Specifically we would like to determine whether vowel substitutions can be predicted based on non-acoustic features such as vowel context, word orthography or even speaker characteristics. We focus on vowels, as they exhibit significantly more variability in pronunciation than consonants, and specifically on the schwa, as its pronunciation tends to be the most unpredictable of all English vowels found in code-switched speech [2] . We approach this task by (a) first labeling a speech corpus with vowel tags based on an acoustic analysis, and then (b) determining how predictable these tags are using non-acoustic features.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides related background, specifically with regard to recognising code-switched speech, Sepedi/English code-switching and the 'Goodness of Pronunciation' score: a technique utilised in this study. Section III describes the approach we followed for the analysis and prediction of vowel substitution in codeswitched speech. Findings are presented in Section IV, before we conclude with a summary of our findings in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
Code switching can be defined as the use of words or phrases from more than one language [3] . Such code switching can occur within a sentence, which is normally referred to as intra-sentential code switching. When the switching of language occurs between sentences the process is referred to as inter-sentential code switching [4] . During code switching, speakers may use words, phrases or sentences from one language (the embedded language) in combination with words or sentences in their primary or matrix language [3] .
Code switching is a common phenomenon and brings with it challenges for ASR systems. These challenges can be overcome by building multilingual speech recognition systems consisting of multilingual pronunciation dictionaries, multilingual acoustic models, and multilingual language models. As an alternative, monolingual speech recognition systems can be run in parallel thereby switching from one system to the other [5] , [6] .
We study the development of combined, multilingual systems, and specifically the process to construct a multilingual phone set. The most popular approaches to the development of the phone set and phone-to-phone mappings, are as follows:
• Combining the phone set from multiple languages [7] . • Merging language-dependent phone sets using hierarchical phone clustering algorithms and acoustic distance measures [7] .
• Mapping phones between source and target sequences using probabilistic phone mapping [8] In earlier work [1] , [2] , initial results with regard to the implications of Sepedi-English code switching for ASR systems were obtained on two custom-developed corpora. Specifically, in [2] a subset of an existing Sepedi corpus was selected and processed in order to isolate English events; and in [1] a new corpus was developed containing instances of code-switching as observed in radio broadcasts. This corpus, Sepedi Prompted Code-Switched (SPCS), was aimed to capture a speaker-specific pronunciation variability introduced during code switching.
The Goodness-of-Pronunciation (GOP) score was initially developed by Witt and Young in the context of phonelevel pronunciation assessment [9] . Defined as the durationnormalised log of the posterior probability (that the speaker uttered a specific phone, given the acoustic data), it is approximated by the difference in log likelihood of the target and best matching phone, divided by the number of frames in the segment, that is:
where q is the target phone, x the observed data, NF (x) the number of frames obseved and q the model that matches the observed data best. In practice, the log likelihood scores are obtained directly from the ASR system, a hidden Markov model (HMM)-based one in our case, and q identified during a free phone decode. GOP was developed for phone-level analysis. In [10] a word-level version of GOP was defined, with two variantsframe-based and phone-based -depending on how duration normalisation is applied. In the same study, it was found that triphones provide more accurate results than monophones for word-level analysis. (Monophones are more typical of GOP scores used for phone-level pronunciation assessment). Word-level GOP, using triphones and frame-level normalisation, forms the basis for the analysis peformed here.
III. APPROACH
In code-switched speech, vowels are typically produced in one of two ways: the true embedded language pronunciation is produced or at least approximated fairly closely, or the target phone is substituted for a counterpart from the matrix language. As there is always the possibility of producing the true pronunciation, modeling both these possibilities requires that variants be introduced to the pronunciation lexicon: both 'embedded language' and 'matrix language' versions for each code-switched word are therefore required. Examples of such pronunciation variants are shown in Table I , using SAMPA notation 1 . 
Our goal is then to determine which features influence vowel substitutions when they do occur. That is, we would like to predict which vowel substitutions can be expected in the matrix pronunciation, specifically. Given the two examples in Table I , we therefore would like to predict that /@/ → /a/ in one case, and /@/ → /i/ in the other.
As introduced earlier, we first identify which vowel substitutions occur by auto-tagging a speech corpus based on acoustic characteristics. In order to determine the accuracy of the auto-tagger, we manually create a small labeled test set and evaluate the accuracy of the auto-tags against the manual labels. Once the auto-tagging process has been verified, we then tag a much larger corpus and determine the predictability of this auto-tagged corpus, using non-acoustic features.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss our approach to the auto-tagging process (Section III-A), the development of the manually labeled test set (Section III-B) and the feature selection and classification process (Section III-C). All experiments are performed using the SPCS corpus, introduced in section II.
A. Auto-tagging process
The SPCS corpus is first partitioned into a training and test set, and the training set is used to develop a standard Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based ASR system. The system is implemented using the HTK toolkit [12] . Acoustic models consist of cross-word tied-state triphones modelled using a 3-state continuous density HMM. Each HMM state distribution is modelled by an 8-mixture multivariate Gaussian with a diagonal covariance matrix. The 39-dimensional feature vector consists of 13 static Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) with 13 delta and 13 acceleration coefficients appended. Cepstral Mean and Variance Normalization (CMVN) preprocessing is used and semi-tied transforms are applied.
During training, a pronunciation lexicon is used that retains the English schwa as a unit. Every word in this lexicon has a single variant: Sepedi words are modelled using Sepedi pronunciation models and English words using English pronunciation models. Sepedi pronunciations are obtained directly from G2P models (default-and-refine models [13] trained on the NCHLT in-lang dictionaries [14] ). English words are first predicted using English G2P models [15] , then manually reviewed. (As English words form the focus of the analysis, accurate pronunciations are expected to be important for the rest of the study.)
Once the ASR system has been trained, the same training data is realigned, using five different options: each replacing the schwa in the pronunciation lexicon with a different Sepedi vowel (/a/, /E/, /i/, /O/ or /u/). The resulting alignments then produce both timing information, as well as the likelihood of each vowel, given the data. These aligments are referred to as 'spcs @', 'spcs a', 'spcs E', etc. depending on which vowel was used during alignment.
Time alignments were manually verified to be accurate before proceeding. Accurate alignments were only obtained when training and aligning on the same corpus. Note that the lexicons are only changed during alignment, no re-training is performed. This ensures that all the data being studied are combined in the schwa-model, and not incorporated into any of the other vowel-models.
Once the likelihoods have been obtained, word-level GOP scores are extracted for each alignment option. Word-level GOP scores are used, as timing information otherwise introduces unnecessary variability. Word beginning and end times stay fairly consistent, while phone beginning and end times may differ significantly, especially if there is a mismatch between the vowel actually produced and the alignment candidate. For the same reason, frame-based (rather than phone-based) GOP scores are extracted, as defined in [10] .
Two main results are obtained from the tagging process, for each schwa observed:
• The most likely vowel candidate (apart from schwa).
• Whether the phone matches the broad schwa category best, or is better matched to one of the Sepedi vowels.
These results form the basis of the analysis described in Section IV.
B. Manual tagging
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the auto-tagging process, we created a manually labelled verification set. Two subjects were asked to listen to the words in question independently, and manually label each schwa with the most probable phone produced. Subjects were encouraged to only select 'schwa' if a true schwa was produced, and to otherwise select the closest vowel candidate. Both subjects were bilingual English/Afrikaans speakers, with subject B a trained linguist with exposure to Northern Sotho.
C. Classification process
Once the entire corpus has been labelled (using the autotagging procedure from section III-A), we review the results and identify possible features that influence vowel prediction. We use Naive Bayes classification to obtain an indication of whether these features are applicable. This is discussed further in Section IV.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We first analyse the validity of the manual tagging process (Section IV-A) before evaluating the accuracy of the autotagging process (Section IV-B). The influence of various possible non-acoustic features is evaluated in Section IV-D, before considering the overall predictability of vowel substitutions in Section IV-E.
A. Manual labels: inter-subject agreement
Any labels that were not true examples of code-switched schwas were removed from the evaluation set. (For example, where 'pressure' is only produced as / p r\E S / without articulating the last phoneme at all.) The number of remaining labels and inter-subject agreement measured using these labels, are shown in Table II . While inter-subject agreement is medium to fair at 70.0%, a review of the data shows that disagreement is mainly due to schwa boundaries being drawn in different places by the two subjects. If only labels that are not considered to be very close to schwa by either of the subjects are considered, inter-subject agreement increases to 85.7%. 
B. Accuracy of the auto-tagger
As the auto-tagger is restricted to always select a possible alternative pronunciation (excluding schwa), it only makes sense to evaluate tagging accuracy against non-schwa labels. For the sake of completeness, results on both the full set and the non-schwa set are included in Table III. From this analysis, it is clear that the auto-tagging process produces usable results, but agrees more strongly with subject B. While overall agreement is only at 71.8%, agreement between the auto-tagging process and subject B reaches 84.9%.
While the discrepancies may simply be due to greater transcription skill exhibited by subject B, it is worth understanding where human error occurs. For this reason, a formant figure was created as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . The first and second formants (F1 and F2) were extracted for each sample using Praat [16] , and each sample plotted in the F1/F2 space. In Fig. 1 , each sample is labeled with the tags from subject A and B. In Fig. 2 , the sample is labeled with the tags of subject B and the auto-tagger. From the figures, it can be seen that most discrepancies among the three tags occur on the boundaries between classes. Tags in agreement are shown in green in both figures.
C. Corpus statistics
In total, 1 947 observations of schwa were auto-tagged, using the process described in Section III-A. The vowel /E/ was tagged most frequently, and the vowel /u/ least. The number of tags associated with each vowel is shown in Fig.  3 . 
D. Tag analysis
The tags were evaluated to determine how the observed vowel distribution is affected by non-acoustic factors. In Fig. 4 the vowel distribution is displayed per speaker. As is clear from this figure, speaker identity plays a minor role in determining which vowel is produced: per speaker, the distribution of vowels occurs approximately according to the same percentages as observed overall. This would immediately exclude other speaker-specific factors (such as gender or age). Speaker-specific features are therefore not considered further. When analysing the tags per target word (all examples of the English word produced during code-switching are considered together), a clearer pattern emerges. The number of times a specific vowel is observed per word is shown in Fig. 5 .
Based on the large role that word orthography plays, we next consider the graphemic string that produced the specific vowel (for example, -a-, -i-, -io-or -ure-) . Note that the true prediction for each of these strings, in the specific context used, is 'schwa'. The data is first split into two parts to simplify analysis: where the schwa phone appears once in a word and where it appears multiple times. Since it is expected that one schwa may be realised in different ways in the same word, the single-schwa words (where the schwa phone appears once in the corresponding phone string of the word) are analysed. In Fig. 6 we display the number of times each vowel is observed per unique grapheme string, for the single-schwa subset. We see that the graphemes -ure-, -a-, -ia-, -ou-and -ur-were mostly (but not exclusively) realised as phone /a/ during code switching. There are three graphemes -e-, -io-, -er-which were mostly realised as the Sepedi phone /E/. There was very little confusion, for the graphemes -o-and -i-as they were almost always realised as phones /O/ and /i/. The most unnpredictable grapheme string was -io-, which was realised as either /i/ or /E/, two phones that overlap on the vowel chart in Fig. 1 .
E. Predictability
From the above analysis, we select triphone and grapheme as input for a simple Naive Bayes (NB) classifier, in order to obtain an initial indication of predictability. Only the singleschwa words are considered. Using 10-fold cross-validation, we train models using only these non-acoustic features, and evaluate using the ten test partitions. Results are shown in Table IV . The rows show the phone label tags (obtained from the auto-tagger) and the columns are the label predictions from the NB classifier. We show the agreement level on the diagonal, both in terms of counts and percentage accuracy. An overall classification accuracy of 67.36% is achieved. We see that the Sepedi phone labels E and i can be predicted fairly easily, although they are mutually highly confusable. On the other hand, the phone label u is never hypothesized. It also has the lowest occurance and predictability when analysed from a speaker-based, word-based, as well as grapheme-based perspective. It therefore seems better to not predict /u/ at all, but rather select either the secondmost probable candidate, or not to introduce a variant for words where /u/ is predicted as the most probable realisation. Which of these two strategies is better, will require further experimentation. As the grapheme string seems to be the main predictor of the matrix pronunciation of code-switched speech, it is expected that using the auto-tagging process to generate training data in order to train alternative G2P models, will be a productive area for further research.
V. CONCLUSION
Two interlinked processes were demonstrated: (1) a technique for auto-tagging an acoustic corpus, and (2) an analysis of the auto-tags to determine useful non-acoustic features for pronunciation prediction. These would make it possible to generate a lexicon for code-switched speech, prior to having encountered acoustic data related to the specific vocabulary to be modeled.
We found that the vowel-tagging process is quite difficult for humans to do, showing medium to fair inter-subject agreement if subjects are allowed to select the embedded phone itself (schwa in this case) as an option. When only those samples were included where speakers were deemed to have produced a substitute from the matrix language, inter-subject agreement increased to 85.7%. The auto-tagger agreed more strongly with one of the subjects: achieving a matching accuracy of 60.5% agreement with one, but 84.9% agreement with the other.
The non-acoustic features found to be most useful for predicting phone labels were triphone and grapheme string. Using these features, a simple Naive Bayes classifier achieves an average of 67.4% classification accuracy, evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation.
From this analysis we conclude that the best matrix pronunciations for the English schwa phone are E, i, O and a, with specific substitutions occurring based on the larger grapheme string. A one-to-one vowel substitution is only possible if the grapheme representation is either i or o. Using the trained classifier, pronunciation dictionaries can now be developed by predicting the matrix pronunciations of English words in code-switched Sepedi speech, using only the vocabulary (no acoustic data) as input.
While the paper focused on the schwa found in English words embedded in Sepedi speech, the techniques are more generally applicable. (The English schwa is the foreign phone exhibiting the most variability, and was therefore selected as focus for this study.) Future work includes using a more sophisticated classifier, repeating this process for the full phone set, and conducting empirical ASR experiments using the proposed mappings.
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